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Coherent diffractive imaging with ultrashort pulses has the potential to break many limits inherent 
in imaging and structural analysis, especially for biological objects [1,2].  One limitation to imaging 
is set by the wavelength, with shorter wavelengths resolving finer structures.  However, in X-ray 
microscopy using conventional sources, damage due to this ionizing radiation sets a maximum dose 
which limits the signal, and hence the resolution that can be achieved, to about 30 nm [3].  We are 
applying the concept of “diffraction before destruction,” using pulses shorter than the damage 
timescales.  Coherent diffractive imaging is lensless.  By avoiding the use of a lens, the 
technological limitation of lens-based X-ray microscopy is also avoided.  Yet another limitation to 
conventional imaging is the requirement to mount the sample on a substrate, and possibly 
cryogenically cool it to extend radiation tolerance.  We inject particles into the beam at speeds up to 
~100 ms-1 [4].  Hydrated samples are in a vacuum environment for less than about 100 µs before 
interaction with the pulse, and no further sample preparation or cooling is required.  Three-
dimensional information can be assembled from diffraction patterns of reproducible particles [5].  
We furthermore utilize the ultrashort pulse structure to obtain time-resolved images of photo-
induced processes [6].  

We have extended our capabilities with new instrumentation.  We have commissioned a new 
experimental chamber that allows the use of large-area CCD detectors with improved access for 
sample and injector setup.   The chamber can be used either with the focused beam from the 
FLASH beamline optics (about 20 micron spot size) or using a multilayer coated, near-normal-
incidence off-axis parabola to focus the beam to sub-micron dimensions [7].  Depending on the 
wavelength, this system gives over 500 times higher intensity than the beamline optics, which 
should extend the observable resolution of diffraction patterns to better than 10 nm.  We have 
recently coated optics that operate below 7 nm wavelength, to deliver the most intense pulses 
available at FLASH today.  We have also dramatically improved the efficiency of the injection of 
particles into the path of the FEL pulses.  Using a newly-designed aerodynamic lens from Uppsala 
University, coupled with a new high-throughput aerosol generator developed at CFEL, we have 
drastically increased the hit-rate of particles for the collection of datasets for three-dimensional 
reconstruction of virus particles and two-dimensional imaging of cells.  The instrumentation was 
tested by recording single-shot patterns of microfabricated 2D quasi-crystalline objects.  An 
example is shown in Fig. 1, used for precise alignment of the CCD panels. 

Some examples of diffractive imaging of injected mimivirus particles are shown in Fig. 2.  At a 
diameter of about 500 nm, these viruses are amongst the largest known.  We obtained several 



hundred individual diffraction patterns and efforts are ongoing to merge these into a three-
dimensional dataset to reconstruct the 3D virus image, as well as combining and comparing with 
data collected at shorter wavelength [8].    

Our collaboration is also developing methods to increase the achievable single-shot resolution by 
engineering of samples [9].  We have carried out proof-of-principle measurements on samples fixed 
to substrates, on which we attach gold particles that not only act as reference particles for 
holographic reconstructions, but also boost the recorded signal at high resolutions.  We have 
extended this by selectively binding colloidal gold particles to the surfaces of cells and viruses 
injected across the FLASH beam.    

We carried out measurements of high-resolution ultrafast coherent diffraction of ablating metal 
foils, using the FLASH facility short-pulse laser to pump the system prior to probing by coherent 
X-ray diffraction.  The samples were featureless, and we expected to observe and study light-
induced periodic surface structures that we had observed on patterned structures [6] over timescales 
> 20 ps.  However, these periodic features did not appear, but instead more detailed structures 
developed.  Laboratory-based experiments are underway to examine this phenomenon further. 

Our research program continues to extend the limits of imaging by further instrumentation, sample 
preparation, and computational improvements to utilise the unique properties of FLASH.   
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Fig. 1: Diffraction pattern of a quasi-crystal pattern designed by 
Thomas White.  This object has no translational symmetry, yet 
produces diffraction peaks.  The pattern is used in characterising 
the detector response and alignment of the detector panels, as 
well as for exploring the influence of sampling on phase 
retrieval.   

    
 
Fig. 2: Diffraction patterns and reconstructions of mimiviruses intersected by individual FLASH pulses of 
5.7 nm wavelength.  The diameter of the virus is about 450 nm.   Reconstructions carried out by Max Hantke, 
Uppsala University. 


